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The dielectric description of the dynamical potential induced by swift protons in solids and the related
stopping power is analyzed, using a combination of Mermin-type dielectric functions, which are fitted to
available experimental data, to describe the optical properties of various materials. We apply this method to
represent the energy loss functions of aluminum, silicon, amorphous carbon, and copper on a wide range of
energy and momentum transfers. Using these functions we calculate the shape of the wake potential induced by
swift protons; significant differences are obtained in the cases of carbon and copper, with respect to the results
derived from simplified dielectric models. The energy loss functions are also applied to calculate the proton
stopping power of each element, which are compared with experimental values. @S1050-2947~98!03007-8#
PACS number~s!: 34.50.Bw, 77.22.2d, 61.46.1wI. INTRODUCTION
The dielectric formulation has become one of the most
used methods to describe the interaction of swift ions and
other charged particles with matter. The use of this formal-
ism to study the energy loss of charged particles was intro-
duced by Fermi @1# in his classical treatment of the density
effect in the stopping power of relativistic particles in dense
media; since then, it has been a subject of continuous and
growing interest. Subsequent developments made by Bohm
and Pines @2#, Lindhard @3#, Hubbard @4#, Nozie`res and Pines
@5#, Ritchie @6#, among others, made it possible to extend the
dielectric formulation ~originally based on the atomic-
oscillator model of dispersive media! and to provide a more
comprehensive description of quantum-mechanical effects in
solids @7#.
The dielectric function obtained by Lindhard @3# for a
free-electron gas has been the basis of many applications in
solid-state physics and particle-solid interaction phenomena.
Other models have been developed to describe the dielectric
response of semiconductors @8–11# using different approxi-
mations to represent the electron bands of these solids.
A large number of calculations of stopping powers of ions
and electrons, and the inelastic mean free path of electrons in
solids, have been carried out @12–14# using either the origi-
nal Lindhard dielectric treatment, the semiconductor models,
or other alternatives such as the Mermin dielectric function
@15# or extensions of the Drude model @16–18#. In general, it
seems that the dielectric formalism provides a reasonably
good approximation to evaluate averaged quantities such as
those mentioned above.
A recent analysis @19,20# of experimental data, for alumi-
num and different allotropic forms of carbon, shows the pos-
sibilities and the limitations of various dielectric models
when trying to represent the full frequency and wave-number
dependence of the observed energy-loss function for these
elements. In these works we proposed a representation of the
energy loss function ~ELF hereafter! using linear combina-PRA 581050-2947/98/58~1!/357~10!/$15.00tions of Mermin-type ELF. The characteristics of this model
have been discussed before @19,20#; here we mention that it
contains a minimum set of parameters ~related to position,
width, and intensity of the peaks in the energy loss function!,
which can be determined from experimental data, and de-
scribes with analytical functions the complete frequency and
wave-number dependence of the ELF. The consistency with
the exact f -sum rule of the dielectric formalism @7# is also
built into the model.
As indicated above, some of the most important applica-
tions of the dielectric formulation deal with studies of dy-
namical interactions of swift ions and electrons with dense
media. The way these interactions take place can be de-
scribed in terms of the induced potential, giving the response
of the medium to the perturbation created by the ion moving
with velocity v . It has been known for some time @21–23#
that this potential has the shape of a trailing wake ~thereby
the name wake potential!, which follows the motion of the
projectile with the same velocity v , so that it remains as a
stationary perturbation of the medium as seen from the mov-
ing projectile’s reference frame.
The importance of the wake potential in relation with
various phenomena has been widely considered. In particular
it becomes of interest in studying the dynamical interactions
among correlated ions or ion clusters moving in solids @24–
29#, as in molecular beam-foil experiments @30–32#: in stud-
ies of energy shifts, radiative transitions and mixing of
bound states for ions moving within a solid @33–37#, and in
many experimental and theoretical studies of energy loss of
ions in solids @12,13#.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a realistic repre-
sentation of the wake potential, using a more accurate dielec-
tric description adjusted for each particular solid according
to the method described below. The model gives the ELF of
each material for a wide range of frequencies and wave num-
bers, using a set of parameters determined from available
experimental data, such as optical properties or electron-
energy-loss spectroscopy @38–44#.357 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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the induced or wake potential created by protons moving in
four solids of experimental interest: aluminum, silicon,
amorphous carbon, and copper. In addition, we discuss the
stopping power, which is a consequence of the retarding
force acting on the projectile due to the self-induced electric
field.
In the next section we briefly review the basic model used
to describe the response of a free-electron gas to an external
disturbing charge and the method used to represent in a close
way the dielectric properties of real solids. This model will
then be used in Sec. III to analyze the characteristics of the
wake potential and to calculate, and compare with experi-
mental data, the values of the proton stopping powers for the
targets indicated before. The final conclusions are presented
in Sec. IV.
II. DIELECTRIC MODELS
A. Lindhard dielectric function
The Lindhard @3# dielectric function, eL(k ,v), describes
the response of a degenerate free-electron gas to an external
~longitudinal! perturbation, in terms of the momentum trans-
fer \k and energy transfer \v . The function eL(k ,v) can be
derived from the quantum perturbation theory @3# or follow-
ing the random phase approximation ~RPA! @7#, and it is
usually written in the form
eL~k ,v!511
x2
z2
@ f 1~u ,z !1i f 2~u ,z !# , ~1!
using Lindhard’s dimensionless variables, u5v/(kvF) and
z5k/(2kF), where x25e2/(p\vF) is the density parameter,
vF is the Fermi velocity of the target valence electrons, and
kF5mevF /\ . Atomic units ~where me5e5\51) will be
used hereafter. The functions f 1(u ,z) and f 2(u ,z), which are
related to the real and imaginary parts of eL , are given by @3#
f 1~u ,z !5
1
2 1
1
8z @g~z2u !1g~z1u !# , ~2!
f 2~u ,z !55
p
2 u , z1u,1
p
8z @12~z2u !
2# , uz2uu,1,z1u
0, uz2uu.1,
~3!
where
g~x !5~12x2!lnU11x12xU. ~4!
As is well known, this model describes the two basic
modes of energy absorption by the electrons of the system,
namely, ~i! single-particle excitations ~also called electron-
hole pair excitations!, and ~ii! collective or plasmon excita-
tions. The regions in the v-k plane where each of these
excitations are relevant are the following: Single-particle ex-
citations appear in the band region given by uu2zu,1 ~or in
terms of v and k: k2/22kvF,v,k2/21kvF), which deter-
mines the region where Im@eL(k ,v)#Þ0. Plasmon excita-tions arise from the resonance line where eL(k ,v)50; this
determines a dispersion relation for the resonant frequency,
vr(k), which gives the frequency of the longitudinal oscilla-
tions of the electron gas @7#. In the RPA picture these modes
have an infinite lifetime, and a real frequency vr(k), through
the range 0<k<kc , where the value of kc corresponds to
the point where the resonance line vr(k) intersects the upper
boundary of the single-particle region @7#, v1(k)5k2/2
1kvF ; the value of vr at k50 is the plasmon frequency,
vpl . In this range of k values the absorption function corre-
sponding to this resonance becomes a Dirac delta function,
whereas for k.kc these modes can decay into electron-hole
pairs, and therefore the shape of the resonance acquires a
finite width. The regions of these excitations are illustrated in
Fig. 1, where we show a plot of the Lindhard ELF, given by
Im@21/eL(k ,v)# , as a function of k and v .
B. Mermin dielectric function
One of the shortcomings of the Lindhard dielectric func-
tion @3# is the fact that it cannot represent the finite width of
the plasma resonance in real materials ~nor the finite plasmon
lifetime associated with it!. A straightforward attempt to in-
troduce a relaxation-time approximation in the Lindhard di-
electric function by turning the frequency v into a complex
frequency v1ig , g being the damping rate of the plasmons,
produces a conflict with the conservation of the local number
of particles. This problem was first solved by Mermin @15#,
who derived an expression for the RPA dielectric function,
in terms of the Lindhard dielectric function of complex fre-
quency, but introducing in a consistent way a finite lifetime
t51/g for the plasmons. The result for the Mermin dielec-
tric function eM(k ,v) may be written in terms of eL(k ,v),
by an appropriate combination of terms, as follows @15#:
eM~k ,v!511
~11ig/v!@eL~k ,v1ig!21#
11~ ig/v!@eL~k ,v1ig!21#/@eL~k ,0!21#
.
~5!
The properties of the ELF obtained from this representation
will be illustrated in the next section.
FIG. 1. Contour plot of the energy-loss function of a degenerate
electron gas, Im(21/eL), as a function of the momentum k and
energy v of the excitations. The line denoted by vr corresponds to
the plasma resonance. The lines denoted by v65k2/26kvF delimit
the single-particle excitations region. For the other symbols see the
text.
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The analytical expressions given by the Lindhard @3# and
Mermin @15# dielectric functions provide a convenient
framework, based on which one can try to represent in a
closer way the dielectric properties of real materials. In a few
cases ~like alkaline metals or aluminum! the Lindhard dielec-
tric function already provides a reasonably good representa-
tion for the ELF of these elements. Here we will considermaterials with more complicated electronic structure, which
cannot be represented by a simple expression. However, the
example of aluminum will be included in order to compare
with a simple case where the Lindhard function may be used
with some restrictions @20#.
We construct the ELF of a material in the optical limit
~i.e., at k50) by a fit to the experimental ELF, which uses a
linear combination of Mermin-type ELFImF 21e~k50,v!G
experim
55 (i AiImF
21
eM~k50,v;v i ,g i!
G if v,v i edge
(
i shell
Ai shellImF 21eM~k50,v;v i shell ,g i shell!G if v>v i edge .
~6!The first term in this equation (v,v i edge) represents the
contribution to the excitation spectrum due to the outer elec-
trons, with appropriate parameters v i , g i , and Ai ; the sec-
ond term (v>v i edge) includes the participation of the elec-
trons from the outermost atomic inner shell, which takes
place when the excitation energy v exceeds or is equal to the
inner-shell edge energie v i edge . This model was previously
applied to a few solids @19,20#. The values of (v i ,g i ,Ai) are
related to the position, width, and height of each peak
in the energy-loss spectrum, whereas the values of
(v i shell ,g i shell ,Ai shell) are chosen to fit the shape of the
ELF in the corresponding inner shells; all these parameters
can be determined from optical data available at zero mo-
mentum transfer in a wide range of frequencies. The values
of the coefficients Ai and Ai shell must satisfy the additional
requirement that the frequency integral,
Neff~v!5
1
2p2n
E
0
v
dv8v8ImF 21
e~k ,v8!G ~7!
should be also in good agreement with the values derived
from optical data for the effective number of electrons,
Neff(v), that participate in the target excitations up to an
energy v . In Eq. ~7! n is the atomic density of the target.
When v!` , Neff should tend to the total number of elec-
trons per atom,
Ne5
1
2p2n
E
0
`
dv8v8ImF 21
e~k ,v8!G , ~8!
which is referred to as the f -sum rule.
It should be noted that the use of Mermin dielectric func-
tions assures that the f -sum rule will be automatically satis-
fied for all values of the wave number k if it is fulfilled at
k50. This is also an important advantage of this representa-
tion.
As the transfer energy increases, electrons from the
atomic inner shells begin to participate in the excitation pro-
cess. We have taken into account the contribution of these
inner electrons to the energy-loss function by adding a new
term for each inner shell @see Eq. ~6!#; these new terms donot contribute to the ELF when the excitation energies v are
less than their corresponding inner-shell edge energies
v i edge . The values of v i edge are obtained from Ref. @45#,
and the response of the inner electrons to external perturba-
tions are derived from x-ray scattering factors @46#.
In order to guarantee that the partial sum rule given by
Eq. ~7! be verified for all values of k , we have written the
evolution of v i edge with k as follows
v i edge
2 ~k !5ai edge1bi edgek21ci edgek4, ~9!
where ai edge ,bi edge and ci edge, are fitting constants for the
edge of the i-shell of each material.
In Figs. 2~a!–2~d! we show the energy loss function,
Im@21/e(k50,v)# , of aluminum, silicon, amorphous car-
bon, and copper. In each case, the dotted line represents the
experimental data @40,44,47#, and the continuous line shows
our fitted ELF, which was obtained by a sum of Mermin-type
ELF, according to Eq. ~6!. The parameters used to fit the data
shown for each material are given in Table I. As can be seen,
aluminum is well described by a single Mermin-type ELF,
whereas in the case of copper we have used five Mermin-
type ELF. The behavior of the ELF for aluminum for finite
values of k was analyzed in detail in Ref. @20# and a good
general agreement with experimental data was found.
The case of silicon shows an intermediate behavior where
a single Mermin-type ELF can still be used, although with a
larger damping parameter than for aluminum. Carbon shows
the interesting feature of a double plasma resonance ~attrib-
uted to p and p1s valence electrons @48#!; to illustrate this
behavior we found it convenient to describe its ELF by a
sum of two Mermin-type ELF. A comparison of the dielec-
tric properties and stopping powers of the various allotropic
forms of carbon was given in Ref. @19#. Finally, copper
shows a very complex structure in the absorption spectrum,
related to interband transitions ~cf. Ref. @40#!, which is typi-
cal of the transition metals. It is worth noting that for the
materials with a single peak in the ELF, like aluminum and
silicon, the value of v1 in Table I is given practically by the
corresponding plasmon energy vpl .
In the projectile velocity range we will discuss in this
paper not all the target electrons participate in the excitation
360 PRA 58ISABEL ABRIL et al.FIG. 2. Comparison of our fitted ELF ~solid line! with the experimental ELF ~dotted line! at k50: ~a! aluminum @40#, ~b! silicon @44#,
~c! amorphous carbon @47#, and ~d! copper @40#. The insets show the effective number of electrons, Neff , that participate in electronic
excitations up to each energy v , calculated according to Eq. ~7!.TABLE I. Parameters used to fit, through Eq. ~6!, the contribu-
tion of the outer electrons to the ELF of aluminum, silicon, amor-
phous carbon, and copper.
Target i v i (a.u.) g i (a.u.) Ai
Aluminum 1 0.551 0.035 1.1178
Silicon 1 0.620 0.156 0.9922
Amorphous carbon 1 0.230 0.21 0.2362
2 0.945 0.49 0.7088
Copper 1 0.15 0.04 0.02
2 0.37 0.22 0.2184
3 0.70 0.30 0.2449
4 1.05 0.30 0.1524
5 2.90 5.6 0.3564processes. Besides the valence electrons, we need to include
the K electrons for amorphous carbon, the L electrons for
aluminum and silicon, and the M electrons for copper ~but,
due to the small value of vM edge , the contribution of these
latter is not separated from that due to the valence electrons!.
In Table II we present the set of parameters used to account
for the contribution of the above inner-shell electrons to the
energy-loss processes.
The insets in Figs. 2~a!–2~d! show the effective number
of electrons that participate in the electronic excitations of
the target, given by Eq. ~7!; it can be appreciated that Neff
displays correctly the behavior previously described, saturat-
ing at v.v i edge to the number of electrons out of the i
shell, and jumping abruptly at v.v i edge , when new elec-
trons enter into the excitations.
In order to illustrate the full frequency and wave-number
dependence arising from this model we depict in Fig. 3 the
ELF of ~a! amorphous carbon and ~b! copper, according to
the present representation. By comparison with Fig. 1 we
PRA 58 361DIELECTRIC DESCRIPTION OF WAKES AND . . .observe important differences with respect to the free-
electron gas picture. It also can be appreciated that the
peaked structures that appear at k50 get smooth and finally
disappear at larger wave numbers; this behavior, predicted
by the Mermin-type ELF, coincides with the available ex-
perimental determinations of the ELF at kÞ0 @49,50#, and it
is not well reproduced by other commonly used ELF models
@17#.
III. INDUCED POTENTIAL AND STOPPING POWER
Our purpose in this section is to make use of the energy-
loss functions already determined for the set of elements
considered, and to analyze the sensitivity of the quantities of
interest ~wake potential and stopping power! with respect to
the use of different dielectric models. Our calculations are
based on the dielectric formalism, which is a linear response
model, therefore some nonlinear corrections could be ex-
pected at low projectile velocities @13#.
We will restrict ourselves here to the perturbation induced
by a moving proton, and neglect charge exchange processes.
This approach is justified for intermediate or large velocities,
whereas for low velocities, or in the case of other ions, cor-
rections due to effective-charge effects should be considered
@51#.
Following the dielectric formalism @23#, we calculate the
induced potential ~or wake potential! produced by a proton
moving with velocity vW through a material characterized by
its dielectric properties e(k ,v), from the expression
f ind~rW !5
Z
2p2
E d3k
k2
eik
WrWF 1
e~k ,kWvW !
21G , ~10!
TABLE II. Parameters used to fit, according to Eqs. ~6! and ~9!,
the contribution of the inner electrons to the ELF of aluminum,
silicon, amorphous carbon, and copper. Note that Aai edge
5v i edge(k50), i.e., it corresponds to the threshold energy at
which the electrons of the i shell begin to participate in the excita-
tions at k50.
Target i Aai edge bi edge ci edge v i shell g i shell Ai shell
~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~a.u.!
Aluminum L 2.664 1.883 0.359 3.9 3.0 0.0666
Silicon L 3.668 1.182 0.340 4.2 4.9 0.05378
Amorphous
carbon
K 10.45 2.543 0.34 10.5 7.9 0.004078where the vector rW is measured from the instantaneous posi-
tion of the proton ~so that in this case the time dependence
drops out! and Z is the proton charge. In what follows we
take Z51.
Due to the axial symmetry around the trajectory of the
moving proton we use the cylindrical coordinates z and r ,
that represent the parallel and perpendicular projection of the
vector rW relative to the direction of motion. Then the induced
potential may be expressed more explicitly as
FIG. 3. Tridimensional plot of the Mermin-type ELF as a func-
tion of k and v , for ~a! amorphous carbon and ~b! copper.f ind~z ,r!5
2
pvE0
`dk
k E0
kv
dvJ0~rAk22v2/v2!H cosS vzv DReF 1e~k ,v! 21 G2sinS vzv D ImF 1e~k ,v! 21 G J , ~11!
where J0(x) is the Bessel function of zero order.
In order to obtain an appropriate expression for Re@1/e(k ,v)# , appearing in the above expression, we use the Kramers-
Kronig relation @7#
ReF 1e~k ,v!G215 1pPE2`1`dv8 1v82vImF 1e~k ,v8!G , ~12!
362 PRA 58ISABEL ABRIL et al.where P denotes the principal part of the integral. Taking into account that the energy loss function is given by a linear
combination of Mermin-type ELF @see Eq. ~6!#, we obtain
ReF 1e~k ,v! 21 G5(i51
N
AiReF 1eM~k ,v;v i ,g i! 21 G . ~13!
In the same way, the induced electric field is given by
EW ind~rW !52¹W f ind~rW !52
1
2p2
E d3k
k2
ikWeikWrWF 1
e~k ,kWvW ! 21G , ~14!
which may be broken down into its parallel and perpendicular components with respect to the direction of motion of the proton
Eind,z~z ,r!5
22
pv2
E
0
`dk
k E0
kv
dvvJ0~rAk22v2/v2!H sinS vzv DReF 1e~k ,v! 21 G1cosS vzv D ImF 1e~k ,v! 21 G J , ~15!
Eind,r~z ,r!5
22
pv E0
`dk
k E0
kv
dvAk22v2/v2J1~rAk22v2/v2!H cosS vzv DReF 1e~k ,v! 21 G2sinS vzv D ImF 1e~k ,v! 21 G J ,
~16!where J1(x) is the Bessel function of the first order.
The stopping power ~or average energy loss per unit path
length! Sp[^dE/dx& is determined by the retarding force
acting on the moving proton, which in this formulation is
directly given by the value of the induced electric field at the
instantaneous position of the proton, namely,
Sp52
vW
v
EW ind~rW50W !. ~17!
Substituting the parallel component of the electric field, Eq.
~15!, into Eq. ~17! we finally get
Sp5
2
pv2
E
0
`dk
k E0
kv
dvvImF 21e~k ,v!G . ~18!
In the following we discuss the differences in the induced
potentials and electric fields arising from the use of the dif-
ferent dielectric models for each of the elements previously
considered.
A. Wake potential
We consider here the calculation of the induced potential
f ind for the materials indicated before. To evaluate f ind ac-
cording to Eq. ~11! we have used Mermin-type ELF with the
parameters listed in Tables I and II, and Lindhard-type ELF
with the plasmon frequencies given in Table III. These latter
values were taken as representative of different experimental
data sets.
In Figs. 4~a!–4~b! we show the values of the wake poten-
tial calculated along the projectile trail ~i.e., at r50), for a
proton moving with velocities v51, 5, and 10 a.u. in amor-
phous carbon and copper. The general shape of the wake
potential derived from Eq. ~11! shows a damped oscillatory
behavior in the longitudinal direction behind the projectile;
the pattern of these oscillations decreases exponentially in
the transversal direction. Also, this wake potential extendsslightly ahead of the projectile.
In the case of aluminum the differences between the re-
sults obtained from both ELF models are very small. In the
case of silicon the differences between both models are much
larger than for aluminum, and these differences increase both
with velocity and distance from the moving proton. For
amorphous carbon @see Fig. 4~a!#, the differences are still
much bigger than for aluminum and silicon, and they are
important also for points very close to the ion; hence, in this
case significant differences are expected also for the stopping
powers derived from both models. Finally, we find in the
copper target the largests discrepancies between the wake
potential predicted by both ELF models @see Fig. 4~b!#; in
addition, we notice that the Mermin-type ELF causes the
complete disappearance of the oscillatory behavior, usually
associated with the wakes produced by swift particles,
whereas the wake potential derived from the Lindhard-type
ELF always preserves the oscillating character. Thus, a real-
istic description of the dispersive properties of the real ma-
terial gives place to a strong damping of the collective oscil-
lations and a relaxation of the spatial distribution.
These differences between the wake potentials predicted
from both dielectric models may turn out to be relevant for
the analysis of experiments where the effects of the local
field or wake potential are explored. As an example of this
question we will next consider the values of the stopping
force ~or stopping power! acting on the moving particle.
B. Stopping power
We consider now how the stopping power values calcu-
lated here compare with experimental data. The proton stop-
TABLE III. Values of the plasmon frequencies of aluminum,
silicon, amorphous carbon, and copper used with the Lindhard-type
ELF description.
Aluminum Silicon Amorphous carbon Copper
vpl ~a.u.! 0.551 0.620 0.79 0.702
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materials discussed in this work. The energy-loss function,
Im(21/e), was modeled as before, using either a Lindhard
or a Mermin representation. In Figs. 5~a!–5~d! the results
derived from both procedures are compared with available
experimental data in the velocity range v<10 a.u. It should
be noted the wide spread of the experimental data, due to the
different ways in which the energy-loss measurements are
done @52–55#. The sources of these experimental data are
indicated in the corresponding figure.
For the aluminum target, Fig. 5~a!, the results of Sp de-
rived from both models practically coincide for low veloci-
ties, but at higher velocities the use of the Mermin-type ELF
improves the results, providing higher stopping powers than
with the Lindhard ELF, the former being closer to the ex-
perimental data.
FIG. 4. Wake potential at r50 created by a proton that moves
in ~a! amorphous carbon and ~b! copper, for different velocities: v
51, 5, and 10 a.u. The solid lines are the results obtained with the
Mermin-type ELF, and the dashed lines are derived from the
Lindhard ELF.For silicon, Fig. 5~b!, which is also well described by a
single-peaked ELF, a similar behavior of Sp is predicted; the
results obtained from both ELF models differ mostly near the
maximum value of Sp and in the high velocity tail, with the
Mermin-type ELF providing the better agreement with the
experimental data.
The predictions of Sp of amorphous carbon, obtained
from both ELF models, differ in the values around the maxi-
mun, but coincide at low and high velocities, Fig. 5~c!. The
characterization of amorphous carbon deserves a comment
because its density depends markedly on the manner in
which it was prepared, but most of the experimental papers
do not provide explicitly that value; then, taking into account
that many old samples were prepared as arc evaporated car-
bon ~a method that has recently @97# been recognized to pro-
duce the allotropic form C60), we have considered that the
density corresponding to the older works was 1.7 g/cm3,
while that of the more recent ones was 2 g/cm3 @98#. The
stopping power derived from the Mermin-type ELF shows a
satisfactory agreement with the experimental data in the full
range of velocities we are discussing.
The stronger discrepancies between the Sp predictions de-
rived from the Lindhard and the Mermin-type ELF can be
seen in Fig. 5~d! for copper, the element with the more com-
plex electronic estructure among those discussed in this
work. Again, the stopping power calculated using the
Mermin-type ELF agrees very well with the experimental
data. Thus, in the cases of carbon and copper the differences
in Sp when using both models for the ELF are so large as to
completely invalidate the descriptions based on the simplest
free-electron gas formalism.
It is worth noting that, for the four materials we have
considered, the theoretical predictions obtained from the
Mermin-type ELF agree fairly well with the experimental
data, in the whole range of velocities discussed in this paper.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a more accurate description of the
energy-loss function of four elements having different and
characteristic electronic properties: aluminum, representing
the properties of a good metal; amorphous carbon, character-
ized by a double-plasma resonance; a typical semiconductor,
like silicon; and copper, which shows a rich optical
spectrum—due to a complex electronic band structure—as
observed in other transition metals @42#. The present model,
based on a combination of Mermin-type energy-loss func-
tions, provides a consistent description of these materials that
satisfies the f -sum rule for all values of wave numbers; the
use of analytical functions, with the parameters provided in
the Tables I and II may be useful for other calculation pur-
poses.
We have used this representation to get a closer descrip-
tion of the dynamical interactions and excitations induced by
swift ions in solids. In particular, we have calculated some of
the most relevant quantities for studies of ion-solid interac-
tions, namely, the induced potential and stopping power for
swift protons moving in the material.
We have analyzed the main differences derived from this
representation as compared with the widely used free-
electron gas description ~usually based on Lindhard or plas-
364 PRA 58ISABEL ABRIL et al.FIG. 5. Stopping power of ~a! aluminum, ~b! silicon, ~c! amorphous carbon, and ~d! copper, as a function of the proton velocity v . The
solid lines correspond to calculations of Sp made with the Mermin-type ELF, whereas the dashed lines were obtained using the Lindhard
ELF. The sources of the experimental data are indicated in each figure ~Refs. @53,56–96#!.mon pole approximations!. Of the four elements here stud-
ied, we find good agreement between both ELF models for
the case of aluminum, an acceptable behavior for silicon, and
large differences between these models for the cases of
amorphous carbon and copper. The case of silicon shows an
interesting behavior, since the results for the wake potential
present important discrepancies between both ~Lindhard and
Mermin! ELF models at large distances, whereas the local
values ~close to the moving ion! of the potential and electric
field, calculated with both models, show a reasonable agree-
ment.
These differences should be relevant in experimental and
theoretical investigations of ion-solid interaction processes,
where the use of simplified models may lead in some cases
to erroneous or misleading results. The magnitude of the
differences in the wake potential and stopping powers here
obtained illustrates the importance of using models that de-scribe more accurately the optical and dielectric properties of
real materials.
The current abundance of data on dielectric properties ex-
isting in the literature, over extended ranges of frequencies
and for many elements or composites, obtained either from
optical data or electron-energy-loss spectroscopies, provide
the possibility to extend the present analysis to nearly all
materials of experimental interest.
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